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JOINT COMMITTEE ON MASS TRANSIT 
SAN FRANCISCO HEARING 
AUGUST 6, 1982 
CHAIRMAN CHET WRAY: We are scheduled to review today 
the Peninsula commute service and as you're all aware the Peninsula 
commute service is the oldest rail passenger service in the state, 
operating over a span of almost a century. Today, the service 
operates 46 trips on weekdays, 24 on Saturdays and 18 on Sundays 
and holidays. It serves approximately 17,000 passengers per day 
at a cost of approximately $5.3 million per year to the state 
along. 
In 1980, in order to prevent discontinuance of the 
service, the state signed a ten-year "purchase of service" contract 
with the Southern Pacific Company to provide public financing for 
the service. Since then the service has operated under the manage-
ment of Caltrans. 
It is important to recognize at the onset that the 
Legislature through AB 1853 of 1977, authored by Assemblyman Papan, 
demonstrated its commitment to the continued operation of the only 
commuter rail service in the state. 
The purpose of this hearing is to review the operation 
of the service during the last 2~ years, but more importantly to 
examine and assess present and future available options which will 
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1 give us 
1 contr 
re 
to efficient and continued operation of the service. And we will 
start off with some introductions. 
On my left, is Tom Vortmann representing Senator Ray 
Johnson. Next is Natalia Orfanos, consultant to the committee; 
Art Bauer who is also consultant to the committee, and from San 
Diego County the Honorable Robert Frazee, who has had a good deal 
of experience in the area of transportation having sort of pioneered 
an operation in San Diego County a few years ago. Joining us very 
shortly will be Assemblyman Lou Papan. Lou represents this district 
and has also been a leader in promoting transit activities. Four 
of the individuals who were scheduled to be here today are in the 
transportation conference in Toronto, Canada. Let's get into the 
agenda. I think Fred Barton is here. Fred, would you come forward 
and give us some comments. We've been hearing some very good 
things about the operation, Mr. Barton. 
MR. FRED BARTON: Thank you for the invitation to appear 
before you today. Your hearing on the Peninsula Commute Service 
comes at a very appropriate time as we are on the threshold of 
making major improvements to the service including the replacement 
of the entire fleet of rolling stock. Before I begin my testimony, 
I would like to take this opportunity to discuss my background as 
it relates to my present position as Project Manager for the 
Peninsula Commute Service. I am Caltrans' Deputy District Director 
of Rail Operations and as such have served as Project Manager for 
this service s1nce August 1, 1981. Prior to that time, I worked 
30 years for the Milwaukee Railroad in the Operating Department, 
of which twenty five years were as an operating officer-trainmaster, 
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assistant superintendent, super 
responsibilities at the Milwaukee 
commute operation between Chic 
Fox Lake, Illinois, and Walworth, 
trains daily. I also worked for C 
superintendent, and two years for 
Washington, D.C. office as a cons tant 
Administration. My primary responsibi 
maintenance of equipment facilities 
between Washington and Boston. 
In my testimony this morn 
general areas you asked me to cover. 
Caltrans' plans for modernization of 
lead to reduced operating costs 
r 
anal manager. My 
d the suburban 
Elgin, Illinois, 
rating over 70 
months as division 




address the four 
ion, I want to discus 
service which wi 1 
s ce levels. 
The four general areas are conce rst with the over-
view of the service; second, the e contract between Caltrans 
and Southern Pacific Transportation C rd, the proposed 
extension of service, and finally, a t 
purchase program. 
The San Francisco Peninsula c 
commuter rail service presently rat 
service is provided by the Southern 
and San Jose and has existed cont 
The service has demonstrated the il 
people to a relatively concentrated are 
Forty-six weekday trains, twenty-
Sunday trains operate over the 1 's 
ort on the station 
se ce is the only 
state. This 
en San Francisco 
well over a century. 
move large numbers of 
and efficient 
trains, and eighteen 
es. Approximately 
18,000 passengers are carried each weekday. A combination of very 
old (54 years) and moderately old (15 to 28 years) equipment is 
used, but the reliability and general level of service is hi 
The trains operate over 95 percent on time. 
The Southern Pacific passenger service is characteristic 
of American commuter railroad systems in that it was designed 
mainly to provide residents of outlying suburbs with high capacity 
line haul transportation for trips between their home areas and 
centralized urban work places during morning and evening peaks. 
In this case, the schedule has been oriented for San Jose and 
Peninsula residents to commute to and from San Francisco. The 
passenger service operates about 18 hours each weekday with two 
two-hour "windows" provided for freight service during midday. 
Although emphasis is still placed on northbound morning 
commuters and those traveling south in the afternoon, a new 
schedule instituted October 25, 1981, improves service to reverse 
commuters by approximately doubling the number of trains traveling 
in the southbound direction. 
For the most part, the main line commuter track on the 
Southern Pacific's 46.9 mile peninsula line is in good condition. 
Seventy five percent is class four track allowing trains to reach 
maximum speeds of 70 mph. Higher speeds are prevented only by 
close station spacing. Shorter track stretches north of San 
Bruno and south of Santa Clara are class three (60 mph) while the 
1.8 miles of track immediately south of San Francisco terminal is 
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s 1 f 
F ion 
1 
city's public transportation 
it will be able to continue 
projected operat de ts are 
isco believes 
e ce as long as 
this program The State's contribution of 
will come from the State's rt 
Account provided through the process 
and Development 
g1 late by AB 1010 as 
authored by you, . Chairman. 
The fede commitment to 
the operating subsidy of $2 million 
year, remains steadfast in the capital 
their present policy on existing commute 
to maintain, replace, or rehabilitate. 
Let me turn now to the st 
and Southern Pacific for the operat 
the contract has been the subject of 
spend much time discussing it. 
The contractual agreement s 
service contract that spells out 
sibilities of each party as negotiated. 
provide the passenger service as an 
safe and efficient manner. C trans 
responsibility for to compensate 
forth in the agreement. C trans 
responsible for setting the ave 
establishment and modification of 
and performance standards, te 






as evidenced by 
rail services which is 
contract between Caltrans 
s service. Since 
arings, I will not 
ly a purchase of 
tions, and respon-
rn Pacific is to 
contractor in a 
s to assume financial 
r erations as set 
cal partners is 
rning the 
service, maintenance 
s, schedules and 
used in the 
passenger service, and provisions for speci 
The agreement with SP provides r a 
Committee (PMC) composed of representat 
ject 
altrans 
the three counties. A separate co-op was execute 
Caltrans with each of the three county transit stricts. 
addition to the financial role played by e party, the co-
agreement sets the role of the PMC to plan, evaluate, and t 
action to adopt projects, programs, and s rat 
could increase ridership, improve service, and lower costs. Caltrans 
is the project manager for the PMC. 
As project manager I am directly re ible r 
administration of the basic agreement wi 
staff and I monitor the commute operations 
Southern i c. 
three general areas: 
1. Maintenance of tracks, stations, and equipment. 
2. Operational costs and revenues. 
3. Day-to-day operations of the commute service it elf. 
To assist us in the cost monitoring process, we 
departmental agreement with the Californa Public 
for the use of financial examiners that wo 
people as a team. The use of these financi 
invaluable to our program. 
Through our monitoring process, two 
e 
an r-
ilities C ssion 
our cost control 
rs been 
or issues 
emerged. Several deficiencies in SP's cost accounting procedures 
and methods resulting in erroneous charges have en discovered. 
As a result of our audits, SP has modified its costs account 
procedures which has resulted in large savings to both the state 
and local transit properties involved in the se ce. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: e me, 1 has that been 
going on? 
MR. BARTON: I've been re t 1st and it was 
going on then. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAP AN: How at? 
MR. BARTON: July, 1980. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Was it on at the time they 
were asking for rate increases before lie Utilities Commis-
sion? 
MR. BARTON: Before Caltrans went ? 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: s. 
MR. BARTON: Yes, it was 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: So what 
false information to the Public Utilities 
get rate increases. Is that what you're s 
MR. BARTON: No, I'm not s 
that at all. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: There were 
larities 1n your accounting procedures 
you came on the scene. We did send the 
were doing is submitt 
ssion in order to 
? 
I'm not saying 
ciencies and irre 
've existed before 
to s 
and somewhere they were ripping o i 
there once 
have to be 
into the saying that if this was occurring p or to 
picture. 
MR. BARTON: Well, we do know 
in the cost, in the reporting of materi 
of equipment and fuel. 
re were some deficiencie 
e the maintenance 
SEMBLYMAN PAPAN: All ri t me next 
st examined if 
caus -o and is re 
MR BARTON: A few months I rece r 
$ 000 for some unaccounted for revenue 
not remitted properly and there were some o r revenues 
to exe se of seniority, some of se operate 
ss r and ight, they had not d or 
diately after completing their tour of duty on the pass r 
se ce. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: That's not 






, it is making money for SP, if it's a ight t 
may be charging off the maintenance on se tracks to 
senger service. I have difficulty and I've s had 
rstand , that as you look a tra 
, one's making money and the other i not. 





ces is incredible to me. t s a tot rat 
are being utilized. 
MR. BARTON: That's a nati p ro 
bookkeeping. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Maybe we can cl 
ertainly Assemblyman Papan had a re le 
this just a lit 1 . 
e, shall we 
evance that we all share but isn't it a at one t 
were using the railroad accounting tern which in fact 
some o rs are still attempting to wo 
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now 
changed to an accounting system at re ates to the actual cost. 
MR. BARTON: I'm no accountant I lieve the word 
we're into an 
actual costs. 
they are using is avoidable cost 
attributable cost me d ri 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: ted that, sir? 
MR. BARTON: Yes, ar adjustments in the 
budget. I think in '80 82 re was an $812,000 adjustment 
in over-charges. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: How much? 
MR. BARTON: $812,000. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Let's neve t about the $6,000 
that the guy failed to turn ve that kind of a 
figure dealing with the company itself 
MR. BARTON: That was all part s $812,000. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: The account me that we have now 
and which is mutually agreed on all districts, in a 
sense ensure this type of thing es not occur in the first ulace 
and is promptly brought to your attention second place, if 
it occurs. Isn't that so? 
MR. BARTON: Yes, 
have access to their records more or 
there accounting r fuel s ' 
the revenues and so forth, so it s ti 
s are made. Our accountants 
s at 11 and we are in 
d 
s, looking at 
considerably. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: The reason I was so sensitive to this 
particular thing, we had one of better transportation account-
ants in the country working with r out a week and when 
he came back he was more confused I when he went in, 
basically because of the system that the railroads have used all 
of se years. wnat they use is not the type of accounting that 
relate to profit losses or termine where those 
pro ts and losses came from. I think that's the one thing we 
were aling with at the beginning of the commute service and 
what you're not having to deal with at the present time. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Let me ask, Mr. Chairman, if I may, 
any thought been given to establishing a charge just for the 
use of tracks during a normal operation of that line between San 
Jose and San Francisco? A type of charge which would include cost 
of maintenance crews and the like; in other words, what it costs a 
train to come down those tracks irrespective of whether it is 
passenger or freight? 
MR. BARTON: No, the only arrangement that we've made so 
is on the track maintenance charges itself and that's based on 
an ICC formula divided between the use by freight and ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: No division. I just want to know 
what it costs if we were to reduce to a definite figure, a rental 
r using that track. Somewhere along the line, accounting has a 
of creating $825,000 discrepancies but I also know that account-
can establish what the cost in very simple terms would be r 
use of a track by a train from San Jose to San Francisco. 
MR. BARTON: That could be established. It has not been 
but it could be established. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: And then it's conceivable to me that 
at some point we should think 1n those terms. Everytime we use 
track, we pay for the use of the track and get away from all of 
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this invo 
you threw out 
Because we are 
have purchased 
Of course 
on a more or 1 




and I '11 tell 
SP when it come 
losses. 
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CHAI 




























ract s been 
co s. 
Interiors and exteriors are cleaner now than ever before and 
windows damaged for years are being replaced on a regular basis. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: You say they were dirty before? 
MR. BARTON: More or less. The window material was the 
type that over the years gets cloudy and you can't see through 
them and so forth. They agreed to replace the windows with new 
windows as a maintenance item. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: This was not going on when they 
were doing it themselves? Is that what you're saying? 
MR. BARTON: Broken windows, yes. But obviously the 
windows were not changed, no. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: So they had no regard for the customer 
at all. They were just maintaining dirty cars in some instances. 
You know, we have a tendency of refining such statements. They 
were operating dirty cars? 
MR. BARTON: Right. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: They're cleaner now than they were 
fore? 
MR. BARTON: Yes, their cleaning methods have been 
changed. We are now into a heavy cleaning program. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: We articulate things so well that 
we lose something in expression. 
MR. BARTON: Right. You've asked for a discussion of the 
proposed extension of the commute service to downtown San Francisco. 
s extension is critical to the survival of the service. Not 
Caltrans, but city and county agencies, railroad labor unions, 


































the walk is 






rans r to 
the 
lopment to 
re are a lot 
MR. BARTON: We're working with Redevelopment, City 
Planning and so forth to include some type of permanent extension 
along with Muni's proposed extension. 
ASSEMBL~~N PAPAN: Particular reference is made to 
that this morning's paper indicated Southern Pacific is 
considering a sizeable development in the China Basin. 
MR. BARTON: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: And this service will undoubte go 
into that area in some way I presume. So service to that area is 
going to probably enhance the whole project. I would presume it 
would enhance the project. 
MR. BARTON: I would say so. It certainly 11. It'll 
enhance the development in South Beach Rincon. 
According to the recent on-board train survey, a large 
majority of the current rail commuters are employed in the vicinity 
of the financial district. According to the development p sal 
received by the City, future employment increases are expected to 
occur in the general vicinity and more to the north and west of 
the financial district. In fact, a survey of employment sites 
indicates that over 300,000 job sites are located within a 10-
walking distance from the Ferry Building, whereas only 160,000 
sites are located within the same distance of the e sting station 
at Fourth and Townsend. 
Extension of the SP train service to a 'CBD' terminal 
will not only result in increased patronage by eliminating the 
additional commuter fare expense and delay of transferring to Muni 
buses, but it will also save Muni approximately $1 million by 
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eliminating this redundant shutt 
necessity is obvious. Recent p 
Mission Bay, the City's Re 1 
Beach, and the new stadium--alre 
of the 11Muni Metro Extension". 
se 
sed 




Caltrans' recent request be re ifornia Public 
Utilities Commission to extend 
three afternoon peak-hour trains to 
of three morning and 
Ferry Building is 
the initial action toward the permanent extension. To stimulate 
interest and increase ridership by such means as extending the 
service to the Ferry Building, we mus 
extension. 
This service can be b 
existing trackage to provide deral 
1, 15 mph Passenger Operation. e 
miles in distance and running t between 
and the Ferry Building will be seven to ten 
than the time consumed making the present 
Passenger platforms can be provi d at 
1 term, permanent 
by upgrading the 
istration Class 
s approximately 1.7 
and Townsend 
s. This is less 
train transfer. 
Building by 
widening existing sidewalks and most ri rs can reach their dest 
ation with a ten minute walk. rs can ct directly with 
BART or the Muni Turnaround Facili across the Ferry Terminal. 
any potential Caltrans traffic st es 
traffic problems on city streets can be 
of Third and King Streets and 
be relieved simply by restriping rd 
ti d. Intersections 
ssion and Embarcadero can 
reet from three to four 
lanes and by signal retiming at Mission and Embarcadero. The 
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estimated time a train would block an intersection is one to two 
minutes including warning and clearance times. Traffic queues with 
mitigation will dissipate rapidly. 
I would like to add that the Burlington Northern Commute 
Service with a central business district station in Chicago is 
operating with a 71 percent farebox return, and there is no reason 
to believe that SP with a 'CBD' terminal cannot do as well or 
better. Of course later on in here I mention that that comes 
about with modernization of the operation and equpiment in addition 
to the extension. 
Peninsula cities and counties have passed resolutions 
supporting Caltrans proposed extension and ~e have over 4,000 
commuter signatures petitioning for commute service to the Ferry 
Building with ultimate permanent extension to downtown San Francisco. 
With regard to Caltrans' plans for station purchases, 
approximately $7.0 million of state money is available for acquisi-
tion of the SP stations. Barton-Aschman ~ssociates has been hired 
to determine which stations should be retained in service and those 
to be discontinued. Attached to my statement is a copy of Barton-
Aschman's Five-Year Station Improvement Program Summary for your 
information. 
Presently, Caltrans' right-of-way agents are appraising 
SP station properties and have made an offer for the San Carlos 
Station. 
As to operations and maintenance of these stations, 
current budget language requires that local agencies contribute 
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$500,000 per year. 
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an "outreach" pro 
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which is present 
sta has en 
Clara Manufacturer's Association 
tickets. This program is bene cial 
and the participating industry 
of parking facilities required at 
With these improvements 
p 
e over the next 5+ year 
ercent over the 
towers into a cent 
ocking towers 
ed joint study with 
towers into one 
enses by nearly 
acti ties including 
process of develop-
d with th,e Santa 
d sale of commuter 
commuter service 
ls and a reduction 
tes. 
outlined, combined 
with a permanent extension of rai downtown San 
Francisco location, I fully expect will increase 
between 50 and 100 percent. This 11 s stanti ly reduce the 
amount of public subsidy required 
modern, high qual rail se ce of 
Bay Area will be proud. 
This concludes my prepared es 
to answer any questions you may 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Thank u 
an interesting ort and we want to 
2 -
en 
t an attractive, 
res dents of the 
I would be happy 
. Barton. It was 
stions from 
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ies and so fo 
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owne s 
d to stat ons? 
actual cleri work 
13-C pret well 
rating rna 
a se stations. I think there's a stion t-vi th 
0 s ownership and we're not te sure vlhether 
s r maintenance and so res them to parti-
ate 0 rcent of the owne p c i al rovement 
r just as it l now under the contract, bil d r the ac 
r c an torial expenses. 
FRAZEE: present locomot s and r 1 
are on line are owned by 
MR. Yes. 
FRAZEE: And so IS calculated 
t of operation, a fair rental fee, lease e' or whatever as 








When you acquire these new cars, will 
Of SP. 
FRAZEE: Even 
Oh, the new cars. 
will be ... 
e me. No, 
to the state and the locals. 
FRAZEE: But they 11 still be operated 
- 2 
new 
MR. BARTON: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZEE: So your negotiations as far as 
operation of those will change that who picture significantly? 
MR. BARTON: We'll own the equipment and furnish the 
equipment, and SP, under the service contract, will operate it 
with their crews as they do now. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZEE: SP not having the capital costs in 
equipment as well as reduced maintenance th new equipment should 
significantly reduce the ... 
MR. BARTON: Yes, it will. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZEE: At least in relationship realizing 
the labor rates are going to go up. 
MR. BARTON: There will be no more equipment rental 
payments. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZEE: The new equipment, is that funded 
by UMTA grants or is that local money? 
MR. BARTON: No, it an 80/20, 80 percent by UMTA and 
20 percent by state and local. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: What do you estimate the value of 
that right-of-way to be? 
MR. BARTON: I have no estimate of the right-of-way. In 
terms of new trackage with signals and so fo , it would cost, 
I think, about $106 a foot to build a railroad with signaling now. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: We bought in San Diego 118 miles of 
track for 18 million dollars. What is this worth? 
MR. BARTON: This is 46 miles. How many miles did you 
buy down there? 
- 24 -
PAP AN: 118. 
We're not 
FRAZEE: I 
b t. trackage was 
as le railroad to operate p 
cost of 1 if they were go 
all of ously on some ve 
And it's well 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: This parti 
en interested 1n getting out of 
ight. 
el 
orne point we're going to 
right-of-way. They 
understanding, mining, real estate devel 
of ir activity. 
MR. BARTON: Somebody from 
s . 
was 
re was a signi cant 






is? I know 
, except maybe 
at how they 
o of enterprises, t 
s is a small 
d answer that. 
IRMAN: Fred, would you please st around so we 
1 
ask you some questions or refer to you 
MR. BARTON: I'd be happy to stay. 
r counseling? 
CRI\I WRAY: Thank you. 
MR. CLAUDE FERNANDEZ: Yes, 
. Claude rnandez, xt is 
rman , my name is 
I'm here re 
ar our Chairman, 
Fernandez. I'm Vice Chairman o 
resenting the Commission and in parti 
raker, whom you invited. Dr. Hinde 
today. We're getting additional brie 
r is in Sacramento 
STIP matters 
you find me 
of being here. 
r at reason we have to vi our 
We certa ly appreciate the oppo 
caus of ur tight schedule I have p 
- 25 -
ared a statement, copies 
of which I think have been distributed to you, and I think it will 
go quicker and more understandable I'm sure if I simply read it. 
Regarding the four questions you posed to the Commis-
sion, first is the overall operation of the service. 
Since the state's role in the service began, both commissioners 
and their staff have inspected the service several times. We 
believe that it is an important element of this region's transpor-
tation network, one that has strong local support. Our overall 
impression of the service is that it does a good job of delivering 
passengers to their destinations on time, but that major investments 
are needed to improve its equipment and stations. Toward that 
goal, the Commission yesterday allocated $12.9 million to the 
Department of Transportation for the purchase of new cars and loco-
motives, track improvements, and station improvements. Later in 
the month, the Commission will act on a staff proposal to program 
an additional $26.4 million in the 1982 State Transportation 
Improvement Program for additional capital improvements to the 
service. 
Yesterday's allocation was made through the transit 
capital improvement program, in accordance with the procedures 
that Assemblyman Wray's AB 1010 established last year. The provi-
sions of AB 1010 were especially beneficial this year because they 
allowed the Legislature, the Commission, and the Department to 
protect $9.2 million 1n funding for this service that otherwise 
would have been lost at the end of last fiscal year because of 
delays in other Caltrans' capital projects. 
- 26 -
Regarding the stability of st financial arrangements, 
AB 1010 also placed a farebox 
costs on State commuter 1 se ce · 
initiated a long-overdue fare increas 
We think this requirement is cruci to 
health of the service. It reinforces 
f 4 percent of operat 
artment recently 
meet that standard. 
aining the financial 
t that those who 
use a transit service should pay r a si i cant portion of its 
cost, and creates a strong incentive to 
in check. 
1 cost of the service 
The Commission is concerned about two of the other sources 
that help pay for the annual cost of erat the service--the 
Federal operating subsidy of $2 million State contribution 
of $6 million from the Transportation Pl and Development 
(TP & D) Account. The Federal Administration's policy, as I'm 
sure all of you are aware of, is to e out operating assistance 
of this type. In order to offset some of loss of up to $200 
million a year in revenues to Califo 
this policy could lead to, Assemblyman 
a s transit operators that 
g's AB 2551 and Senator 
Foran's bill, SB 1335, increased the State Transit Assistance 
program's share of TP & D sales tax revenues from 44 percent to 
60 percent. An unavoidable cons is the share of TP & D 
revenues dedicated to State pro 1 
to commuter routes, had to be cut. 
competition for TP & D funds will grow and 
operating subsidies 
next few years, the 
t will be increasingly 
difficult to justify the large annual ate subsidy for regional 
commuter services. We believe that over 
role as operator of commuter routes will 
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long run the State's 
to be reconsidered, 
and that the option of 1 
responsibili r 
We suggest 
San Mateo and isco Count 
operate the Peninsula Commute j 
Now re 
strongly supports e 
the Penins a route e 
$7 million to s p ose, and st 
additional $15.5 Ilion d 
current Budget Le slature 
and required that the cost of er 




by State funds. 
Metropolitan 
asibility of a 
r they 
This approach 
costs to be cut, because station 
be integrated into existing 
And lly regarding 
California. 
become a useful 
Commission bel 
ion to 
California, provi d lS 
including financial support, r s 
Los Angeles route ars o be 
and Caltrans are now s 
new stations on e rout 
sla-
ssion to 












being built, and old ones rehabilitated. These efforts reflect 
the type of local commitment that will be needed to make commuter 
routes a reality in Southern California. 
Now once again we want to express our appreciation for 
having been invited here. I know that our answers have been brief 
but I would be willing and ready to answer any questions you may 
have regarding the position of the Commission on this matter. I 
have with me Mr. Hugh Fitzpatrick of our staff who may answer any 
technical questions you may have of our Commission. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Thank you very much, Mr. Fernandez. 
Let me say, on behalf of the Committee, that I think most of us 
are very, very pleased with the performance of the Commission 
MR. FERNENDEZ: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: And particularly in this area. I think 
individually some of us were surprised at the interest that the 
Commission has shown in this particular field. I think most of 
us are also very happy with what's happening in our own particular 
districts and I, for one, will have to very strongly maintain that 
attitude because we're happy with the Commission's overall 
encouragement. One of the facilities of which you were speaking 
earlier will become a reality over a period of time. 
MR. FERNANDEZ: That is correct. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: When we created the Commission, we had 
some misgivings, since then I think all those misgivings have 
been dispelled by the character of the members, the type of staff, 
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that is going to happen, then that really opens up a great potential 
for commuter service on the existing trackage that's being utilized 
Amtrak. Has the Commission been looking that? 
MR. FERNANDEZ: Yes, we have. There are no two ways 
about it. We think that this is the way to go. It's very promis-
lng. We have actually toured runs in Southern California, the most 
recent one was the one regarding the Oxnard line and parts of the 
San Diego run. However, as I'm sure you have experienced, when 
you get into these things the more you learn about them, the more 
problems seem to come to the fore and have to be resolved. We know 
there are plenty of problems there. We feel that with the close 
cooperation really of committees such as yourself, members of a 
committee like this one, with the staff of Caltrans and our staff, 
that those problems can be resolved and we mean and have been 
creating within the Commission and its staff that kind of an 
approach to these problems before we take any definite positions 
on any of these items to have consulted fully with your committee, 
with the staff of Caltrans so that when we go into it, we go with 
our eyes wide open and rather anticipating problems, rather than 
creating them or being surprised by them and trying to reselve 
them the middle of a situation. In other words, getting the 
homework done prior to stepping into the matter. We think that 
there's a great deal of promise here and in Southern California. 
Some of the corridors that exist there are where this kind of 
se ce is sorely needed. 
this 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: I think the mood of the people has made 
le picture become a lot brighter too. In my county after a 
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dismal showing as as si 5 
back with an 86 rcent vote t. 
• F z : 're 
of support there provided we go 
CHAIRMAN We 
most cases in areas where 
ate, there's a very strong 
some points it 
it. Thank you very much. 
MR. FERNANDEZ: Thank 
Mr. Chairman. 
WRAY: Next on our 
Southern Paci c Transportation C 
MR. ROBERT TAGGART: name 
President, Governmental Relations r 
I'm pleased to represent Southern 
the committee. has been testi to 
on July 1, 1980, Southern Pacific Ca 
ten-year contract for the commute se 
renewal beyond that ten-year pe od 
the contract, Caltrans establi 
sible for modifying the fares a 
tal agencies and Southern Paci c's re 
sible for the marketing of the se ce 
the service. Caltrans pays a rental 
the track, the station space, and 
State has an tion to buy is i 
and I believe they've indicated that that's their plan. Caltrans, 
along with three participating transit agencies, shares in under-
writing the losses from this service. Now in '81-'82 fiscal year, 
Caltrans' budget projection for the commute line was for expenses 
of around $22 million dollars and revenues of 8~ million dollars 
with a net deficit of $36.6 million. To cover this loss, the budget 
called for Caltrans to contribute 5.6 million, SAMTRANS 2.7 
million, Santa Clara County 2.7 million and the San Francisco 
Muni Railroad $279,000. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Mr. Chairman, I want Mr. Taggart to 
know that I'm not going to ask him to explain the discrepancy of 
$826,000. 
MR. TAGGART: I am immensely relieved. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: You must have had some conversation in 
the hallways on that. 
MR. TAGGART: I think Mr. Papan's accounting experience 
and mine are probably on a level that we would succeed in confusing 
ourselves and everyone else present as well if we attempted to 
get into that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Let me tell you something, Mr. 
Chairman. He's most grateful that I was able to reduce their 
losses by prodding them into an agreement with Caltrans. You've 
got to admit that. 
MR. TAGGART: Admit what? It's been a long time since 
I've admitted anything to you, Mr. Papan. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: My prodding of your railroad, did 
cause or eventually ... 
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MR. It's $40 
paying had the I or red 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: 
and the 10 million dollar de cit 
say 2 million now. I wish you 
MR. No, I 
a deficit, Mr. Papan, in 1986-87 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
MR. 
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years. I 
of the very be t 1 commute s 
States. We 1 of 
with Caltrans to consistent 
the ridership. les of serv 
made in the past, under ltrans 
include a new s was 
bicycle exper during o 1 82 
new Caltrans colors have en 
and locomot s suant to a 
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we now sell a d commute our 
and Townsend stati 've s 
Caltrans' assistance we've 
excursion ti t, a tr 
promotion ti s t 
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a s i 
, we 
lars 
MR. TAGGART: Sure. 
ASSEMBLYW~N PAPAN: I'm re 
seen this arti e 
MR. I have. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Okay. 
in 
MR. TAGGART: Creative journal sm. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: 1s 
MR. TAGGART: Go ahead. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: The cash 
in the opening lines and that's I 
much we're contributing. I've 
flow kind of situation, but is s true 
MR. TAGGART: Is what true? 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: That 
dollars. 





as i t a 
out 
s 
s at 5.5 bil 1on 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Assets, r res t is 
the giant enterprise now has the worst of two worlds some 
analysts are privately speaking of it as a potential Central. 
Inconceivable a company as ri as 
and it goes on. Are we in trouble? 
MR. TAGGART: I think entire 
depressed condition which is directly re 
economic climate today. I can tell 
been a railroad in this state for over 10 
be here for quite some time in 
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ars and we intend to 
b 
on 
that Caltrans and the aprticipat 
have dete 
proposal to 
is needed. I 
stand that they have retained 
and to study poss le new stations 
one of the major issues, of course 
of the service and the increase 
line. Now Caltrans' object 
weekday patronage from approximate 
weekday passengers by fiscal 1986-87 
objective Caltrans believes that 
increased if a number of planned 
include bringing the terminus of 
lo 
the Market Street area. Now one, of 
commute trains to the Rincon Annex or 
this, of course, is not a new i a. 
in 1977 in the very extensive PENTAP s 
given serious consideration at pe 
and I know that Mr. Papan, you're ve ar 
PENTAP study is a very valuable resource 
the attention of the committee 
report. 
Presently, the City of 
San Francisco owns a rail freight 
Southern Pacific in the vicinity o 
with the Embarcadero and the Fe 
ranc s 
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an interim measure, Caltrans p 
of twe peak-period commute t 
and the Ferry Building. s i a ori 
se operat 
rection to 
ed, of cours 
during period of time where the i bus 
serious fficulties operating their es 
eet was 
was 
idea was initially raised. There are several reasons 
Southern Pacific does not believe this would be the most e 
way to meet Caltrans' objective of increased ridership, 
cularly when there are other alternatives that we feel 
p 
d be 
more e ctive in reaching that goal. Now the present Muni bus 
se ce, the 32 Embarcadero line, parallels the proposed 1 
route and this Muni service takes present out ei 
for the trip between Fourth and Townsend and the Ferry 1 
while the train, under current operating restrictions on that 
line, would require approximately 15 minutes for the same rout . 
The train would take almost twice as long for a number of re 
Number one, the railroad track itself runs right down the m1 
of King Street in an area of heavy truck tra c the morn 
commute hours, especially because it is a warehouse i 
area. There are 20 street grade crossings between ur 
Townsend and the Ferry Building which present a ve po 
dangerous situation and the track on whi the p sed t 
would operate is in generally poor condition. It was never 
designed for passenger service. It is a rail freight swit 
tra and it's generally designed for low speed switch operat 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Mr. Taggart, I think I'm listening to 
two di rent chains of thought. I wonder if Caltrans can 
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briefly comment on it. 
MR. TAGGART: That's all right. I believe if I understand 
your testimony, I believe you said that the service was suspected 
or anticipated to be seven or eight minutes and I believe 
that for seven or eight minutes, there would need to be 
substantial improvement in the line. My comment about 15 minute 
running time, of course, is based upon the current track restric-
tions in effect presently. 
MR. BARTON: Of course, right now it's a freight moving 
type of operation and we plan to upgrade it to a track run at 
15 miles an hour. We also plan to manually protect and flag the 
crossings until we develop a refinement of that sort of thing so 
that we won't be fending our way down to the Ferry Building, we'll 
be operating through. Our flagmen will be equipped with walkie 
talkies when talking to the engineer of the train and he will be 
assured of safe passage. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Is that a more direct route than the 
present bus system? 
MR. BARTON: When you consider the commuter unloading from 
the train and walking up the platform and getting on a bus and 
so forth, it's considerably longer than just the actual running 
time of the bus, whereas if your stand-up train that runs through, 
you're down there sometimes before you even get on a bus. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Okay, I wanted that point brought out for 
us. 
MR. TAGGART: Ot course, if you wanted to spenu enough 
money, you can run this train about any speed you want. I'm 
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sure you could cut it ei s presently, as I 
say, it's a 15 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: is called an 
investment 
MR. 
a case 1 
I see. 
s. 
1 sting money. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: . Papan, a comment? 
ASSEMBLYMAN APAPN: me just out something I 
think I've mentioned to you be , . Taggart. I was in the 
parking lot bus ss in San co those days we used 
to charge a self 25¢ a day. block up from me the guy 
was charging 75¢ a day. I had a terrib time understanding why 
they weren't utilizing our facilities at 25¢ a day and there 
wasn't one, there were about five. 
MR. TAGGART: You had a marketing problem. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: And I learned that the American 
public will pay 
where they were 
of us were 
convenience. They wanted to be closer to 
1 75¢ a 
MR. 
ss, in some instances, of the cost. 
well but I was do it only after they had 
1 right. So, what's the point? 
s idea of convenience has to be 
re to and we're not going to reduce the time 
on our experience of 




t me s s, • Papan. We are calling 
s lroad business and we 
our comments are based upon the operating 
ems that would be lved in extend-
proposed route parallels, one street 
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apart, when you get down to Emb ro, 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: But it doesn't 
operation in that area s is the ci 
isco. 
bus route. 
any of your 
county of San 
MR. TAGGART: That's correct. Our facilities are ter-
minated in the Fourth and Townsend area and from Fourth and Town-
send all the way down is the State-built railroad property. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Would you send your crews into that 
area? 
MR. TAGGART: Well, I will be happy to discuss that in 
a little more detail later on in my testimony. I think perhaps 
it would flow a little better if we went that way. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Fine. 
MR. TAGGART: I think I should mention one more thing as 
we are talking about convenience as you say. I am not privy to 
studies that have been made as to ihe number of office workers 
actually reside in different parts of the city but I have 
1 d in San Francisco Bay area all my li and it seems to me 
that although those employees who are working in the Southern 
ific building in the Embarcadero Center would be closer to a 
terminus at the Fe 
Financial District, 
Building, those who are working in the 
the Civic Center area, in the Market and 
Power Street area on a map they'd be no closer. Here again, 
don't take my word for it. Look at any map of the city and you 
can ee one is here, other one is re and the Financial 
strict, the old Financ1al Dist ct to Francisco is there. 
I would s would merit se ous consideration of 
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this committee in it conclusions. 
ASSEMBL YM.AN t me ask a stion since you 
are a native and WO ri re own. Why does 
a railroad ate a area re re's high rent ... 
MR. I beg your p 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Why does a 
at your particular location? 
lroad locate its offices 
MR. TAGGART: Well, I can tell you s , M r . Pap an , in 
1916, when our building was constructed it was a low rent area. 
The city has grown around it. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Okay, but you would never go back 
into a new low rent area and proceed to wait that additional 100 
years to see it go up? You go right in there and stay there. Is 
that it? 
MR. TAGGART: Well, I think it's what you're seeing. 
We're getting a little bit off the sub]ect here but 
SEMBLYMAN PAPAN: No, I'm just trying to point out the 
ity of the management ... 
MR. TAGGART: 1 right. Let's take a couple of examples 
now. Fireman's Fund, as you know, has left San Francisco and 
they've gone to c Chevron has taken many of its 
employees recently out of San Francisco into Contra Costa. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Are you saying you're a little more 
progressive ... 
MR. I'm say g there is a point at 
which bus ss, cause ~f any number of factors, will not neces-
sarily feel tied to San isco or any other area where it 
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becomes just too expensive and too inconvenient for them to do 
business when this business can be done elsewhere. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: You know where I'm coming from? If 
we're thinking of extending a line in order to facilitate people 
like yourself who have their offices there 
MR. TAGGART: I come on BART. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: And BART is paid for by the public. 
MR. TAGGART: Great servicy. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: What I'm trying to say is what causes 
your kind of mentality to continue to locate there that would 
cause us to want to move people because that's what decides the 
possible extension, the kind of thinking that prevails in many 
cases not only with SP to continue to locate here. We're going 
to have to accommodate that mentality 
MR. TAGGART: Let me say this about that, as the saying 
goes. I think that we do have a common goal here. We at Southern 
Pacific are a corporate constituent in San Francisco as well as in 
your district on the Peninsula. We are interested in the health, 
the growth of San Francisco both from a business standpoint and 
for our employees. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: You're putting a building up on 
Spear Street. 
MR. TAGGART: That's coreect. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: How many people in your company live 
in San Francisco? 
MR. TAGGART: I don't know but I would say that the vast 
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a Clara, San 
er do. 
t lost in the 
narrow it down and say here 
1 on Spear Street, 
locating in San Francisco it was a slum area rather than a 
low rent area, is what call it. 
MR. TAG Lower rent area. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: And now we a concern about the 
movement of peop to accommodate in one instance SP and many 
other people who locate San Francisco. 
MR. TAGGART: That's ght. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Some of those people come from Santa 
Clara and San Mateo Counties. 
MR. A great number of them do. 
AS Aren't you as concerned about 
ur investment area and the ility to get people there? 
Well, as I said before, we're very concerned MR. 
th serving 
and I'm not an 
lie our loyees the employees of others 
cate this position at all. I was asked to 
come here and state our sition reg a proposal and I intend 
r proposals. The final to state our it on relat 
j lS 
position based on 
to o 




for support in our 
re going to invest that 
kind of money on Spear Street, 
Street, I want to make sure they've 
Mateo and Santa Clara 
having a convenient way of gett 
MR. TAGGART: So do we. 




MR. TAGGART: There are seve 
they have on Market 
le at least from San 
stment 
a common goal. We have 
alternatives and these 
are things, of course, that this committee and others would and 
should take into consideration we believe. We believe that some 
of these alternatives may have more merit than a proposal to extend 
the commute service to the Ferry Building. One of these is to 
extend the trains to the existing Transbay Station - the AC Transit 
Station on Mission Street. Another would be to extend the existing 
Muni-Metro line. Now the Metro line terminates down at the 
foot of Market Street and one of these proposals would be to 
extend the Muni-Metro down around the Embarcadero to Fourth and 
Townsend area. Another, which I understand is being proposed, is 
an extension of a new Muni-Metro line which would go along the 
Embarcadero from Fisherman's Wharf or the Fort Mason area to 
Fourth and Townsend Street. Now one proposal that was included 
in the 1977 PENTAP study which we believe would be very attractive 
to accomplishing your goals, Mr. Papan and ours in serving the public, 
is the establishment of a cross-platform transfer facility between 
the Peninsula Commute trains and the BART system in Northern 
San Mateo County, and possibly a logical place for that to take 
place would be in the Daly City area. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN t to enl 
My concern is that at some we're 
in San Mateo County cause of our 
and adequate li space we're 
people to go and out of eo 
is no different than my exchange th you 
i 
to 
on that point, sir. 
to strangle industry 
p de housing 
to find ways for 
conveniently. That 
regard to your 
investment on Spear Street or Market reet. 
MR. TAGGART: That's right. What we're looking for, as 
I understand it Mr. Papan, is the most convenient, efficient 
combination that will get people to and from San Mateo and, 
perhaps not only to the Ferry Building, but to all of San Francisco 
and to all of the Peninsula and perhaps even the Eastbay and other 
communities. Now it seems to us that a very logical way to 
accomplish this would be to have a transfer facility at BART. 
Now, if you had such a trans facility you could accomplish 
the needs of all the commuters, because they would be free to get 
on or o all along re t, 1 way from Daly City 
down to the Embarcadero Station. addition to that, such a 
facility would be compatible th a possible extension of BART to 
the San Francisco Airport and it would also be compatible with an 
extension of BART down the Peninsula whi many of us hope will 
happen one day. ternatives that would require a substantial 
investment 
or to the 
updating the existing rail route along the Embarcadero 
it system, 
t d p s ose 
would be in the ater·public 
s 
s i of 
amount of money that 
which I believe 
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being run on the State Belt 
bility or any portion of it? 
are not as 
MR. TAGGART: I think a nuts 
saying is that we will not assume re 
while it's not on our line. 
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that particular li 
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there. There's a 1 t 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
a railroad and not t 
agreement you have? 
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Commonly when freight crews re 
freight cars, freight tra 
correct 
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road, there is a change of crews 
the crew of another railroad. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: re are 
do that. 
MR. TAGGART: I would th 
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ve uncommon r a 
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would be 
loyees of one 
r railroad. 
it on Western 
aci c now, acco rst 
our crews? 
Ye are running some of 
crews over 
The railroads United States have 
d ements cert tances where equipment belonging 
railro s run on 1 s of another railroad. I don't 
ieve lies to crews. I be wrong. 
s at every point that where 
s is change those crews? 
I can't s but I think that's the 
can say so, I think you 
t to as 
I u s as if you were totally arbitrary 
jo p ut reality since things 
d not actually be 
? 
' I can 
say that we have 
se s at detail and we 
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feel that the tremendous e sure to 1 
as a result of the operation of 
sings 
we simply cannot a to 
would be extreme complex to 






we would incur 
over 20 grade eros-
osure 
d out, it 
r r 
reasons, we el 
if Caltrans wants to run these t 
we're going to cooperate with them so 
over someone else's lro 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: One, two, 
We also saw your reluctance to share 
don't you go on to number 





we saw that. 
other areas. ~y 
I just covered 
and that is the indemnification for any liability which is incurred 
as a result of the operation of these 1 
off our railroad. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Also you're s 
s another operator 
the area of nego-
tiation, that would be part of it. It would have to be part of 
it. That's what you're saying in essence. 
MR. TAGGART: Well, Mr. Wray, what I'm saying is that we 
agree to cooperate with Caltrans in turning these trains over to 
another opeTator when they're not on our property. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: I think we're happy we got that far. 
MR. TAGGART: Good. Well, I think that Caltrans is 
pleased and that makes us all happy. Just in conclusion I'd like 
to say that we've been involved in the running of this commute 
operation for many years. We're proud of the way it operates. 
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re en 1 
1 on 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: No, at any 
on that line? 
MR. TAGGART: Not to 
ledge. We are obliged to provide a cert 
1. Have you cut back 
, not to my know-
number of crews to 
operate a certain number of we're still operating those 
trains with those crews. We're obli d to ma the right-
of-way up to a certain standard. Now, when you're dealing with 
things such as right-of-way maintenance and things of that nature, 
it may very well be possible that a job that was on that 
route or jobs that were on that route are no longer on. I don't 
have the specific breakdown on that, but I can say that the 
quality of the service and the maintenance of the equipment of 
the roadbed has not suffered and will not suffer. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: It couldn't get any worse. 
MR. TAGGART: Oh, now Mr. an, that's unfair of you. 
You know we've got a high class, double , 70-mile an hour 
freight line. You couldn't get much better than that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: What has been the layoff in numbers 
of percentages for SP statewide? 
MR. TAGGART: I don't know what it is on a statewide 
basis. I don't believe that we have released those figures on 
a statewide basis. You've all read in the paper, we were forced 
to furlough 1,200 people a couple of weeks ago and there have 
been other furloughs prior to that time. I quite frankly don't 
know what the total has been but these furloughs have been over 
the 14-state area in which we operate. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: iness is off is what you're 
telling me? 
MR. TAGGART: Well, we all 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Okay, as 1 
The reason I'm saying this is that should 
ar you say it. 
re be di culty 
in the kind of mobility that we're all striving to get with respect 
to the passenger service, Caltrans should begin to assess its 
position with respect to doing business with people like yourself 
from a standpoint that since there is some question economy-wise, 
and in the case of what I cited to you from Forbes, to take a total 
look at that corridor from the standpoint of purchase. Your lay-
offs, what is being alleged in that magazine, Forbes, leads me to 
believe that maybe it would be in the best interest of the railroad 
to think in terms of possibly selling that right-of-way. 
MR. TAGGART: Well, as I said earlier, that offer was 
made some time ago and I have a reason 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: How much was the offer? 
MR. TAGGART: I don't recall. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Was it 200 million? And we were 
b g a loss at the time. 
MR. TAGGART: What you're buying, Mr. Papan, is a piece 
of property. 
IRMAN WRAY: So it was made while the ICC hearing was 
being conducted for the authority. 
ASSEMB PAPAN: 
that. We were buying a line. 
, Chairman, we weren't buying 
We were buying a loser which you 
were carrying on your books and you want d 200 million dollars 
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for it. Maybe we 
Maybe you need wr te 
tial more revenue 
write-off to e 
want to arrass If 
okay too but we're to wo 
come away wi is b s 
bigness of government some 
with a comp ut we're 
direction in i te of 
MR. TAGGART: I 
direction, Mr. Papan, 
hope that the committe 
does not choose one of 
commute operation in the 
a very fair and thorough cons 
s 
as I said, if you want, if p 
an extension of that service to 
I have indicated in a very sit 
with you to do that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: 
I'm hoping at the other 
decision 
MR. TAGGART: Well, 
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I've tried a 
e rience 
le. It doesn't 
or es are 
xposure 
not willing to 
of tremendous liability exposure. 
Without some sort of a guarantee from 
Well, that would be very difficult to 
li because you can't insure yourself against your own 
as 
MR. 
be found by a jury in a court of law. 
ZEE: In the balance of the operation 
That may be, excuse me Mr. Wray, that may 
be something that somebody would want to talk about. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZEE: In the existing operation, is the 
liability s d by Cal trans? 
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MR. TAGGART: No. Under the t contract on the 
Peninsula, i i to 
first 10 mi lion e t 
of serious ne iat on at the t contract was ent red 
into. I s 
one of the cross is protected by automati 
a 1 eve 
bel s, we 
still have accidents as you know, 
around the gates and run into the tra 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Thank you, 
relatively unscathed. 
an, 
MR. TAGGART: Very good. Thank 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: All right, after 
zee. 
e stil run 
t 
much. 
I think we'll be 
ready for Doug Wright who's Assistant General Manager of the Public 
Utilities Commission, City and County of 
MR. DOUG WRIGHT: Thank you, Mr. 
sends his apologies for not being able to be 
isco. 
irman. Dick Sklar 
re asked me to 
read remarks that he prepared. I am Assistant General Manager of 
the Public Utilities Commission. Thank you r invitation to 
comment on several aspects of the Caltrans Peninsula Commute 
Service. I hope my comments will be of some help. 
As you know, the City and County of San Francisco partici-
pates in the management of the Peninsula service through the Project 
Management Committee, and we also contribute to service's subsidy. 
In our exposure to the service during the last two years, 
we have found the Peninsula service to be a mass transit infrastruc-
ture of enormous potential, both in terms of patronage and financial 
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es, irrational fare policies and 
San Jose and Francisco). 
structured ove 1 quality of 
Southern Paci c any is adequate. 
are clean and crews are friendly. 
re d t rmation? 
ins run on t are clean and the 
PAPAN: Yeah. 
I 't know where ck got it. That's been 
ience t s that I ... 
AS PAPAN: I thought you might have that kind 
f informat more available to you than what's been my experience. 
WRI I think it's a personal observation more 
not. , the service is totally inadequate to the needs 
Pen a. 
a run infrequently. The Peninsula houses more than 
one and a half Ilion people, yet its trunk line mass transit 
tern operates only every two hours midday. When the service 
level on the Peninsula line is compared to other rail transit 
terns, such as BART and the San Diego Trolley, it becomes 
apparent that systems with similar population densities can operate 
trains far more often, with far greater patronage, and with a 
ater farebox recovery ratio than the Peninsula Service. 
The equipment is old, the stations are rundown. The 
current passenger cars are more than twenty years old, with some 
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developers to dictate station sites on 
for speculative p ts. 
t 
Single-t Peninsula fares are current 
comparison to s 
$4.00 to ri 
lar Area transit services 
San Francisco to se. 
ride on BART costs $1.75. 
ASS PAPAN: Let me ask you a 
it cost to use automobile from San se to 
MR. WRI That's a good question. 






t now cos s 
s i wou 
anci co? 
p 
MR. WRIGHT: You just went over the top in parking costs 
RMAN WRAY: You blew the meter. 
MR. WRI The comparison, of course, is daily transit 
es, not the cost of automobiles. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Well, the obsolescence is fast 
roaching with respect to the use of the automobile. Surely the 
automobile is obsolete when you're talking in terms of crossing 
bridge at the height of the commute hour. You can cross it in 
in five minutes, seven minutes. Has the city proceeded to 
in terms of the fast approaching time where the automobile 
is going to be less and less relied upon and are they equipped? 
I know that they are moving in that direction by disallowing formulas 
respect to providing parking for some of these large buildings 
t are going in order to discourage the use of the automobile. 
I'm hoping as your letter continues, it's supportive of the 
p ture the city has taken with respect to expediting and increasing 
use of public transportation to come into the city and keep it 
a vital economic unit. 
MR. WRIGHT: Yes, I think it's recognized by many in the 
city, certainly the PUC, that a growth forecast for San Francisco 
terms of jobs and the residential location of those jobs is 
ing to recognize what you just said very quickly; and that is 
that the corridors of travel into the city are at capacity now so 
future reliance has to be on mass transit and it's true of the 
insula corridor as much as the others. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Well, the on reason I stated 
was to see if we could generate some support 
the cis to commut s 
Building. I mean 
think we all are g 
inking has to consistent 
ing to recognize t 
becoming obsolete and we're encouraging 
MR. WRIGHT: For certain trips. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: And we should beg 
direction of he Caltrans and the railro 
provides service into the city. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: I've been look 
and I see San Francisco somewhat like Manhattan 
all 
e 




c tal a 
vehicles you see downtown being limousines and es. 




We are s r ons. 
We're enjoying them. 
MR. WRIGHT: All these factors, problems t 
interited when our partnership took over the se ce, po t 
need for a new, long range study. This study s d s 
potential the measures needed for, an remental rsion 
of the present Peninsula service from its historica commute rail 
function to a more useful low level suburban id transi e ce. 
The PENTAP study was useful; it told us 
service. We d that, but now we need to go 
on the Peninsula for a highly frequent service ne 
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hi ly 
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surv re is an 
co 
nev.J te 1 
part of I-280 t Study. 
own terminal, the service may well die. Of 
s been s e 
' 
X is 
most sirable. 0 rs a right-
r public owner ' it 
is in the heart of 
ent to existing planned Muni services 
c ent trans rs to the local transit 
recent tant report that estimates 
rent 13,000 tr s 
Annex will triple patronage into the San 
a line (the consultant estimated the cur-
out of the city would increase to 38,000 
tr s). al o believe the air rights above Rincon Annex, and 
p erti s, could be sold and pay r a signif cant portion 
f new 
liars annual 
onal , Muni would realize a savings of one million 
We are now, as a result of our shuttle service 




rs a go location 




or the environmental e cts of sur e 
Building. 
F 1 as d severa s ons 
partnership s. have an excell 
the current Caltrans District 04 adminstration. 
the District rector, and Fred Barton, his 
operations, are hi ly competent men with an 







However, we should realize that the current titutional 
arrangement embodied in the Project Management ttee is tempo-
rary. It was borne out of PENTAP as a quick to save ce. 
But it is be reasingly awkward, r con 
Awkward because transit districts mus i i 
board's approvals re joining Caltrans any aspect 
of the service, conflicting because my resentative on 
PMC often must vote on Peninsula capital grant lications that 
compete with Muni's own grant applications. 
be in the same predicament. 
I am not sounding a panic. San 
on 
1 co 
a Clara will 
11 cont 
to contribute our share of the service's subsi we must all 
start thinking of the service's long term--bo its se ce design, 
as I have described, and also its administrative arrangement. 
Several options are available, ranging direct ltrans opera-





It will take all the partners, wu 
i e an equitable and permanent 
, I hope 
ing with the Legisla-
stration the 
rs will have adopted 
se ce plan that will ensure the service's continued 
r allowing me this opportuni to share 
s, re , Richard Sklar. 
IR}tAN WRAY: Thank you, Doug, for a ve comprehensive 
ort. And I think it just bears out what our Caltrans, California 
rtation Department, has been telling us and everyone inter-
ested a successful commute service in the San Francisco area. 
Any questions? No questions. Thank you. Our next testimony of 
the morning will be given by the San Mateo County Transit District. 
MR. JACK BLAND: Mr. Chairman, Members of the committee, 
name is Jack Bland. I'm Vice Ch~irman of the Board of Directors 
f Mateo County Transit District and I'd like to thank you for 
inviting SAMTRANS to participate this morning. SAMTRANS has played 
a special role in the successful campaign over the past seven years 
to retain passenger rail service on the Peninsula. Through the 
efforts of our late General Manager, John Mauro, SAMTRANS initiated 
the Fare Stabilization Plan in conjunction with Santa Clara and 
San Francisco counties in 1978 that reversed decades of ridership 
cline on the Southern Pacific. I'd also like to point out that 
Assemblyman Papan who'e here this morning has also been instrumental 
in this grassroots effort from the beginning to preserve this needed 
service. 
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Our commitment to the rail se 
At current ri 
for SAMTRANS t 
average weekday. 
1 
levels, it would 
ort eo 
ing peak hours, today 
along our corri carries capaci 
Alto and San isco. Indeed, we are serious 
several of our rna 
capacity this fall. 
ine routes will be impacte 
Clearly, then, a viable, well-run pass 
is more essential than ever in the spectrum of 
1n San Mateo County. 







r rail se ce 
lie transportation 
Development of the service, however, has not kept pace 
with our projections when the agreement was signed between public 
agencies and the Southern Pacific in 1980. This issue alre s 
been discussed, and I will not belabor it. 
It is clear, however, that valuab i was o t 
when the original concept of refurbishing exist equipment for 
near-term utilization proved impractical. promotion effort 
necessary to offset increased costs to the rail commuter never 
materialized. With the exception of one decorated consist, the 
familiar battleship grey equipment still makes its way up and down 
the Peninsula. A fare increase was implemented last April. Mar-
keting and promotion efforts continue to be sporadic. Yet the 
ridership decline from the days of the discount fare program has 
been relatively small. 
Now that the decision has been made by trans to 
acquire new cars and locomotives, we believe it is essential that 
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we d ri rsh i not higher, 
rail service been ret d, we 
tential for growth, under proper conditions, 
f is service extremely bright 
en as d to comment on stabili of our 
rt e ce. current fis year, 
has budgeted $2.87 million Transportation Development 
t revenues to rwrite our share of the p ected operating 
cit. This is close to 25 percent. This commitment increases 
$3.3 million 1983 84, $3.8 million in 1984-85, $4.2 million 
1985-86 $4.7 million in 1986-87. These estimates are based 
current revenue projections and estimated rider increases 
percent annually increases that we el can be attained 
r proper tions. 
One of these conditions is extension of service from the 
sting terminal at Fourth and Townsend in San Francisco closer 
to downtown work sites. Our board has unanimously adopted a 
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right here and 
started. 
't done it. 
MR. BARTON: Well, I've appeared twice in the last couple 
of months before the Board to bring them up to date on certain 
items ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: No, just invite him every time you 
meet. What the hell does that take? 
MR. BARTON: Are you talking about the PMC meetings or 
what? 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: He's just registering a complaint, 
articulates an excellent complaint. They want to be present. In 
the case of SAMTRANS, invite them. 
them? 
MR. BARTON: It's a meeting open to everybody. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: No, no, no. Hey, would you invite 
MR. BARTON: Yes, I will. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Okay. 
MR. BLAND: I've got to say, Mr. Papan, that we've had 
conversations with our local Caltrans people and our relationship 
there ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: No, no. Let's not go through that. 
He's going to send you an invitation, you be there. 
MR. BLAND: Terrific. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Okay. 
MR. BLAND: We accept. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Let me ask you to pause just a moment. 
There's one statement that we passed. We're concerned about the 
Station Acquisition Improvement Program. Let's see, is Mr. 
Fernandez or what about Mr. Fitzpatrick? Don't we have as 
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identified by the Foran bill of two years ago, some ongoing funds 
that the Commission can utilize? 
MR. FITZPATRICK: Yes, we do 
of fact, we've allocated $7 million a 
semblyman. As a matter 
ady for the acquisition 
of the stations and we have recommended that the Commission 
adopt at the end of this month an additional $5 million to buy 
the rest of the stations plus $10 million to rehabilitate ... 
MR. BLAND: It looks like there's more solidification 
than I'm aware of. I'm delighted to hear that. 
MR. BARTON: I have to say I'm not aware of that either. 
Maybe I'll be invited to a few meetings. 
MR. BLAND: I congratulate you, gentlemen, on this 
meeting this morning. We would further suggest that, as operators, 
we could play a productive role in the funding application process 
for the rail service on regional, state and federal levels and 
we offered to do this. As for daily operation of stations, 
virtually all of the municipalities in San Mateo County are 
vitally interested in upgrading these facilities as community 
resources. Redwood City, as one example, is planning a compre-
hensive transportation center around the site of the current 
temporary rail facility. Fourteen percent of Redwood City's 
rail riders arrive at that station by public transit, by 
SAMTRANS. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN: Without opening old wounds, do you 
know what the vote was when we established SAMTRANS, to establish 
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We are ti ing as ly as possible 
projects of this k 
cities on ir stations, 
projected operating budget whi 
cooperation with the local 
o County. However, the 
I cited earlier represents the 
commitment to the rail program maximum feasible SAMTRANS sc 
over the next ars, 're 
de cit, I know, over the next 
jecting on our own budget a 
s. The cooperative 
ement, of course, cif 
from any role in the capital 
s the transit districts 
sition and improvement of the 
individual stations. But we see no reason why day-to-day operat 
costs of the stations shou 
underwritten by our operat 
point of view, I suspect 
appreciably exceed the amount currently 
s si es. And just from a personal 
importance of these stations to the 
communities are such that we can seek and get more cooperation from 
local communities. 
Obviously, each of rail stations along the Peninsula 
corridor represents a prime location for a principal transit 
interface. In San Mateo County, more than 300 peak-hour SAMTRANS 
schedules connect with popular cow~ute trains. All told, over 
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1,000 schedules serve San Mateo County rail depots during the day--
approximately half of our daily schedules throughout the entire 
system--and rail ti tholders are transported on SAMTRANS buses 
free of charge to and from these trains. 
Mr. Chairman, my testimony has been an effort to under-
score the conviction of San Mateo County Transit District Board 
of Directors that passenger rail service on the Peninsula must be 
preserved and nourished to meet the present and future mobility 
needs of our residents. Thank you for the opportunity to appear, 
and I hope this session presages a new era of communication between 
our districts and the entities in Sacramento who are so important 
to us. I'd be delighted to answer any questions. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: We're glad to have your testimony today. 
We also hope that we alleviated some concern that you might have 
there in the way of certain funding .situations. We are pleased 
to hear the attitude relating to transit overall is so good in 
that particular area. 
MR. BLAND: We need these kind of supporters. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: I think it all points out that we're going 
to, you know, bide our time. We're going to have to have a totally 
integrated transportation system in both Southern and Northern 
California along with improved heavy rail. Well, I think the 
calamitous situation has been pointed out many many times and now 
what we're looking at is ways and means and suggestions coming 
from different districts. 
MR. BLAND: Thank you very much. 
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CHAIRMAN WRAY: Next is 
Commission. Bill. 
MR. BI IN: 
Bill Hein. I'm Deputy 
Transportation Commission 
Lucius who sends his regrets. 
I'm 
Metropolitan Transportation 
rman, my name is 
rector of the Metropolitan 
to place of Mr. Bill 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: We miss Bill. He makes the meeting more 
colorful at all times. 
MR. HEIN: He avoids the use of microphones. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Yeah, he doesn't need one. 
MR. HEIN: In addition, Supervisor Diridon called me 
yesterday. He was scheduled to go next, as you know. He also sends 
his regrets and asked me to pass out to the committee his sentiments 
about the commuter rail service which I thought was very succintly 
put by Jack Bland. I think ridon could go on record as 
supporting and endorsing the ortance of the commute rail service 
to the interest of Santa Clara County. In the interest of time, 
I don't plan on reading my testimony. I hope that will be satis-
factory to you, Mr. Chairman. I just thought I'd hit some of the 
high points and the points which you've asked me. 
Let me just address briefly our role in providing operat-
ing assistance for the Peninsula Commute Service. Thanks to 
Assemblyman Papan we have been responsible for developing a finance 
plan for the commute service which we have submitted to the Legis-
lature and essentially what has happened since that time follows 
that finance plan. You've heard a lot of numbers today and I 
won't repeat them but the finance plan depends on a number of 
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Caltrans has been cooperative in that process and 
calls for about $150 million over the next f 
plan which 
is consi tent 
with that plan. MTC just yesterday took act on 
cars. ere is now in the process of tak action 
assure Caltrans some approximately $40 million dollars over 
next five years. 
You've asked us to comment on an extension of service to 
downtown San Francisco and possibly to Gilroy. Doug Wrigl1t 
talked to you before. We are in the middle of an I-280 trans r 
study. One of the candidate projects there 
of Southern Pacific closer to downtown San 
be the extension 
isco. There are 
other alternative projects in that scheme, one of which d be 
to extend the Muni Metro itself to the Fourth and Townsend site 
of SP. Unfortunately, there's only $88 million tentially 
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action is now 
role of local 
c station operations. Aga 
re's some concern 
am for acquiring it. We 
1 
will be meeting with Caltrans, the management committee members 
and other interested parties as soon as possible in order to 
determine the scope of that review and of course we would be 
interested in any further legislative direction which you might 
want to give to that process. That completes our response to your 
specific questions. Again, thank you. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Thank you, Bill, and while you're still 
up may I raise one question? What's the schedule for the new 
delivery and putting into operation the new cars that you were 
talking about earlier? 
MR. HEIN: We have a projection of 18 months for the 
cars. That will be spring of '84 for cars and engines which start 
on-line in 12 months; so if we order them properly, they'll start 
March of '84. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: That's interesting to know. Thanks 
very much, Bob. 
MR. HEIN: Again thank you particularly for passage of 
the STA. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: All right. I guess Paul isn't going to 
be here so what about Byron Nordberg? Does he have a few comments? 
You'll be speaking also for Paul, Right? 
MR. BYRON NORDBERG: That's correct, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Okay, geod, and some of your own inimita-
ble wisdom in the area of light rail transportation. 
MR. NORDBERG: Well, thank you for your compliment, Mr. 
Chairman. I'm not sure I have any great deal of wisdom in these 
matters, just a great deal of interest and hopefully energy. I'm 
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Byron Nordberg for those of you that may not know me. I'm President 
of Citizens for Rail California and today, as Mr. Wray indicated, 
I represent both Citizens for il California, and a subsidiary 
organization, Peninsula Commuter Action Committee. I provided you 
with two documents--we won't go through both of them but I would 
like to read into the record essentially the letter to Mr. Wray 
from the chairman of our committee here and then make a couple 
of related remarks at the end of it. 
Peninsula Commuters Action Committee extends its many 
thanks for your invitation to comment on the Caltrans-SP Peninsula 
rail service. As you may know, PCAC is an organization of users 
of this Peninsula rail service. Many of our members regularly 
ride the Caltrans-SP trains. We will comment here on the three 
issues you requested along with a fourth we feel is of importance. 
The transition of management of,the Caltrans-SP commute 
rail service on July 1, 1980 was smooth. There was an existing 
structure within Southern Pacific that had been doing an excellent 
job of operating the service. This excellent day-to-day operation 
continues. The on-time performance is above par. The rolling 
stock, although aged and in need of replacement or overhaul, 
functions reasonably well. Stations in route are sometimes rudi-
mentary but acceptable for the short-term. Train personnel and 
station agents are usually pleasant to deal with and efficient 
in performing their duties. Altogether, the system functions 
reasonably well. From PCAC's perception, the most important 
function Caltrans can do and is doing is upgrade the service to 
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is extended into 
ce a 9/lOths se ce. 
s out many of the 
terminate downtown. 
Cal trans sponsored 
ce site as the 
gislature urge 
Southern Pacific 
to pursue this extension to Rincon Annex with all deliberate 
speed. 
Caltrans has just completed and adop a study of what 
should be done with the Peninsula train stations excluding termini. 
The intent is for full state funding of this project. The project 
itself proposes to correct several station deficiencies. One is 
the acute need for greatly expanded park and ri spaces. 
other is for the upgrading of all and relocating some. stations. 
There would be no question of these findings. Funding is now an 
issue. We recognize the fact that this is a regional service with-
out tremendous statewide impact. We also recognize that if the 
service is not upgraded, additional subsidies will have to be 
made that would not with higher ridership. 
We also recognize that parallel streets and highways 
would have to be upgraded. This wo~ld all cost the state con-
siderable money. A cost sharing basis for funding of the stations 
is attractive. The big detriment to this is the time delay that 
will occur. Many improvements in the Caltrans-SP service have been 
slow in coming. To further delay the stations' project until this 
funding arrangement is complete will be to the detriment of the 
service. We suggest that Caltrans acquire and improve the 
stations and turn over their operations and maintenance to the local 
or county governments. This will also reduce the initial burden 
on the local and county governments and allow them time to plan 
for their takeover. There is an issue which has PCAC perplexed. 
The responsibility for administering this service on the surface 
rests with a very capable man, Mr. Fred Barton of Caltrans District 
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that not 1 ze 
the r 
We do, out 
the market 
there nos 
or change di te f e 
and stations relo on term 1 to 
downtown, this service ula 
transportation t pl ru 
by Paul A. r 
Citizens r il 
I would li to comments about 
i 
scheme of things. I would 1 out t committee r 
the record that we also own ta ion site to be 
made available for Amtrak 
committee is aware, there is a t en moving to 
have an extension of e ir t isco. 
Perhaps it's t moment, 
but when we get downtown t Amtrak 
0 t its not only be invited but be ,. .L 
train down there also. 
We believe that that will serve state's rest, the state 
rider interest ve 
Dr. Adrian Herzog, 
yesterday and earlier 
very nearly full. 
well. My associate is 
I came re on 
is morning. rtunate 




of that train if part of it got in here but it must as the 
commuter service t downtown so there's more lo 
station than just simply the commuter service 
We would 1 to also point out with 
of humor that we are aware of many trackage ri 
the major railroads throughout the country and 







re are at 
rnia. These 
are both Amtrak and railroad-run through agreements of various 
kinds, so SP testimony to the contrary notwithstanding, the public 
at any rate is aware of such agreements even if selected senior 
management and has not been made privy to 0 managers. 
We would like to therefore urge that the closest coordination be 
effected and negotiated with the SP and that we waste no time at 
all in laying to rest the notion that we're going to change crews 
to get downtown. Let's by all means get that to a unitary 
operation one way or the other. We'd like to thank you for this 
opportunity to get on the record again. We've had pleasure 
of working with you for now I think the better part of two years 
and we look forward to the continued opportunity to do so. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Thank you very much, Byron, and we always 
look forward to your testimony. I will say this, you've been into 
this area for as long a period of time as almost any of our 
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the same way. 
Amtrak and 
owe a great debt to many 





rous to me in 
f t s s 
le e ec a ly 
0 r transit 
districts throughout the state and I ertise is a series 
of shared perceptions frequent 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: It sounds ike a mutual admiration 
society. 
MR. NORDBERG: Well, we e t's t We ike to 
think that that's the way it goes. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Bob, do have questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZ Just one while Mr. Nordberg is up 
here. I was in this whole discussion of extending lines both down-
town and on the other end in the Santa Clara County area. I had 
experience this past year of being in Central Europe and riding bo 
long haul trains from Copenhagen to Paris and Paris to Zurich as 
well as shorter lines in Germany. I came home thoroughly convinced 
if I was not already a supporter of rail transportation, that we 
should do what can be done in the way of proper management and 
in the interface between long haul and city operations. 
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Even now in the case of Frankfurt where Lufthansa is operating 
trains in order, of all things, to get people off of airplanes. 
So I think it can done. The vast improvements that are ing 
made there, the grand old rail stations throughout Central Eurpoe 
that were pre-World War I, I guess. I was amazed to see that 
none of them were bombed out in World War II and in asking why, 
I found out that we purposely left them alone because they were 
such a great asset. The commitment to rail transportation 1n 
Europe is something that we all need to take a look at and it's 
a model for what can be done in this country as we need to get 
away from total reliance upon the automobile. 
MR. NORDBERG: Well, I guess you and I have the good 
fortune of riding together from time to time on that other commuter 
service that runs from Los Angeles to San Diego and if I may, 
Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment briefly on what Mr. Frazee 
has told us about Europe and state that I recently had the good 
fortune of completing a 6,400 mile, essentially a business and 
inspection trip, of the Amtrak system. I'm happy to tell you 
that things are getting might better in the United States on 
rail passenger service also. It's quite a tribute to Amtrak, 
I would say, to get on trains in Chicago that run at better than 
100 miles an hour in Indiana and Michigan and over 110 in the Empire 
State Corridor of New York and at 115 and soon more in the Northeast 
Corridor and I think you know CRC's position that there really is 
no basii in physics or operations that that can't be achieved out 
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here, at least some mo 1 of to wo 
with you and work wi continue 
this 9 9 
and I was d 
and the di renee l iveness f 
the place when I was re 
way. I think we've some 
State of Cali 0 s at can we 
want it done and I citi ens out want it 
CHAIRMAN WR.AY: appreciate 
the testimony as well as forty 
year old 1 s in Europe are at 1 ast 0 100 les an 
hour and our relatively new tal lations not as t reached 
that and as a matter of li rnia tern l I ss, 
the worst in the world stil to e lie 
Utilities. Two dist s d em en are ing 
their approach to the podium. 
MR. WILLIAM WELL; Thank , Mr. Chairman, for ting 
the Californi9 PUC to partie e is aring. Victor Weiser, 
the Director of Transportation, asked me to express his regrets 
that he wasn't able to be here today asked Mr. Oliver 
and I to appear before you to answer any questions you may have. 
I am Chief of the Passenger Operations Branch deals with 
the rates, routes and services of 1 common carriers, the passen-
gers that the Commission regulates, ch includes the SP-Peninsula 
commute. 
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CHAIRMAN WRAY: You want to identify yourself as well 
now. You want to give your name also. You didn't ... 
MR. WELL: I'm Mr. Well. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: We know, but those people out there 
don't. 
MR. WELL: And Mr. Oliver is Chief of the Railroad 
Operations and Safety Branch and his branch deals with the safety 
of operations of the Peninsula commute so between the two of us 
we hope we answer any questions you may have. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Very good. And you also have some very 
good written material that you're submitting to the committee 
which we're very grateful to have including some of the latest 
figures and an update on some litigation, I gusss. 
MR. WELL: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: We'll make use of that. Bob? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZEE: So you're not going to read your 
testimony here then? 
MR. WELL: I don't need to. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZEE: Okay. Let me ask a question and 
perhaps I didn't understand the Commission's role in rate regulation 
for this particular operation on the Peninsula service and I see 
something here that indicates Southern Pacific's passenger fare 
incre~se proceeding. Is that the way rate setting is handled as 
though Southern Pacific were still the operator of the system 
so they must go through all the procedures as far as fares are 
concerned? 
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MR. s. comment with that and so does 
Commission's cis ion re's so a dissent attached to 
tne cisi i t our 
need to pl 
it' ra r un relat 
ship of Southern 
MR. 
i c operat 
Yes, the 
l 
responsible to us is Southern 
Pacific and time there's a rate r a t table 
SP must file with us. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: But as a matter of t the recent 
perusal of existing statutes g 
factor. 
s even more of a control 
MR. WELL: Under AB 1010, yes. Correct. 
mak 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZ 
this decision to se 
by the other ent ies 
a e 
ously participation 
ustment or a schedule change 
trans 
MR. WELL: Yes, Caltrans acts as an agent for SP 1n 
coming before us. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZ But there is still a significant 
effort on the part of in one of these rate proceedings and I 
assume then that they are able to recover their cost of those 
proceedings from the operation and that goes into the loss of this 
operation and that's what the public utlt 
way of a subsidy. 
tely picks up in the 
MR. WELL: That would be covered 1n the contract between 




I How that added re 
ssion is concerned? s it 
11, it's en satis 
ility 
d out to 
on arne 
hand it's been more work the ssion. 
were aware of 
ment that t 
MR. 
to re ate 
company, of course. 
It's more wo , sure o 
FRAZEE: And it's a canst tutional re re-
o that ... 
Yes, the Constitution requires 
tation companies and SP is a tr 
ss 
ortation 
ASSEMBLYMAN FREZEE: So there would have to be some 
rent structure of the agreement that would allow 
d 
entirely di 
setting to schedules to. be done a cal tr orta 
tion 
MR. WELL: If there were a public c oration c led 
Caltrak like Amtrak then the Commission would not to economic-
ally regulate. We would still be responsible r the safety. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Mr. Oliver would still ep very busy 
and your duties would be lighter. 
MR. WELL: That's right. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Thank you. I think 
you give us is go to come in rather handy. 
for your appearance here today. 
documentation 
thanks very much 
ASSEMBLYMAN FRAZEE: Could I ask a question of Mr. 






1 I ar is AB 1010 or SB 620 and it's all numbers 
r now .. Just give me money and we'll make 
I think there's a member of the 
to testify. 
I have witnesses from either the Brother-
one question that came up about negotiating 
le to cross the boundaries of different transportation 
FRAZEE: I think it might be well to hear 
WRAY: I think it might be useful to clarify 
I see J. P. Jones coming forward. Can you enlighten us? 
, P. JONES: Yes, Mr. Chairman and Members, 
s ate Director for the United Transportation 
. Taggart's comment in that regard is 
rned, are joint track operations all around the country 
state re the Southern Pacific goes onto tracks of all 
r types of carriers whether it be Western Pacific, Santa Fe, 
Paci c one example that I would use in how we have 
tiated an a ement for the Southern Pacific crews to operate 
1 railro and vice versa, was the San Joaquin Amtrak 
classi le. Before there were two sets of 
ews erated only on their own respective tracks of their 
roads. negotiated an agreement whereby one single crew 
rates between Bakersfield and Oakland and then they just 
what call the miles off, so Santa Fe crews are running 
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MR. JONES: The door is open, 
has been. We'll negotiate on item 
on 
is parti ar 
attempt to 
irman, on 
ements made and joint 
eve ssibl to 
irman. It always 
we are not foreclos 
on this item at all. It's open and we 1 re available. We will 
not ... 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: Could we even te you as being 
enthusiastic in trying to work out something that 
MR. JONES: Well, Mr. Chairman, let me just point out 
one fact. Our organization has in the application by 
Caltrans for the extension of the exist commute service in 
support of Caltrans' position to extend it. yes, we are more 
than enthusiastic. 
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CHAIRMAN WRAY: Very good and I'm sure that goes for the 
therhood. If you don't wish to give testimony, you can nod your 
That also goes for the Brotherhood. 
MR. PAUL MORRISON: Mr. Chairman, I just have to agree 
Mr. Jones and the United Transportation Union. I represent 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, by the way, my name is 
Morrison, I'm Chairman of the legislative board for that organi-
zation, in the State of California. We're more than enthusiastic 
on this type of negotiations and we're always open for those type 
of negotiations. In further response to your questions, like J. P. 
s s, this happens all over the country and all over the State of 
California. A good example is the railroad I came off of, the 
Western Pacific. We had parallel tracks with the Southern Pacific 
throughout most of Nevada from Winnemucca to Salt Lake City. Tracks 
are right next to each other and the WP and the Southern Pacific 
run on the same set of tracks going east and then run on the 
opposite set of tracks coming west and WP owns one track and 
Southern Pacific owns the other track and we've been doing that 
for more years than I've been around here. I've been here 12 
ars now and we've been doing it as long as I know of. Leaving 
Sacramento on the Sacramento Northern coming down into the Oakland 
area and Pittsburg area down here, we'll run over not only 
Southern Pacific tracks but also the Santa Fe tracks. The crews 
are trained in the operating practices and carry rule books with 
them for each different railroad so this practice has been very 
common for a number of years. 
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CHAIRMAN WRAY: Further question, Paul. Wouldn't it 
indeed if such negotiations were essentially approached by all 
parties, wouldn't it not only keep your people working closer to 
full time but also be an economic advantage to both the transpor-
tation line and the public who originally or eventually ends up 
paying the bill anyway. Through such associations, and through 
such commitments, would that save everybody a lot of money as 
well as keeping those people working? 
MR. MORRISON: Oh, I believe it would certainly, in 
the long run, particularly ... 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: And the UTU as well? 
MR. MORRISON: Certainly. Anything that affects the 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers generally affects the United 
Transportation Union in those type of matters. We are of course 
very much interested 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: We have a vested interest in the public 
who ride and who ship merchandise. Both of those are, they'er our 
clients. They're our constituents. That's our principal interest. 
Of course, we certainly would like to see the railroad prosper and 
we'd certainly like to see the union members have the best of 
MR. MORRISON: Well, without the passengers and the 
revenue freight that we haul over the railroads, of course, we 
wouldn't have a pay check and that in the long run is what we're 
all out after, so you're quite correct, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN WRAY: All right. Thank you very much. 
MR. MORRISON: Thank you. 
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of If not, I want all of the 
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